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ABSTRACT

Polymerases belonging to the DinB class of the
Y-family translesion synthesis DNA polymerases
have a preference for accurately and efficiently by-
passing damaged guanosines. These DinB polymer-
ases also generate single-base (�1) deletions at
high frequencies with most occurring on repetitive
‘deletion hotspot’ sequences. Human DNA polymer-
ase kappa (hPoli), the eukaryotic DinB homologue,
displays an unusual efficiency for to extend from
mispaired primer termini, either by extending
directly from the mispair or by primer-template mis-
alignment. This latter property explains how hPoli
creates single-base deletions in non-repetitive
sequences, but does not address how deletions
occur in repetitive deletion hotspots. Here, we
show that hPoli uses a classical Streisinger
template-slippage mechanism to generate �1 dele-
tions in repetitive sequences, as do the bacterial
and archaeal homologues. After the first nucleotide
is added by template slippage, however, hPoli can
efficiently realign the primer-template duplex before
continuing DNA synthesis. Strand realignment
results in a base-substitution mutation, minimizing
generation of more deleterious frameshift muta-
tions. On non-repetitive sequences, we find that
nucleotide misincorporation is slower if the
incoming nucleotide can correctly basepair with
the nucleotide immediately 50 to the templating
base, thereby competing against the mispairing
with the templating base.

INTRODUCTION

During replication, DNA polymerases frequently encoun-
ter unrepaired DNA lesions. Owing to their restrictive
active sites and 30!50 exonuclease proofreading activities,
replicative DNA polymerases tend to stall at sites of
damage, which can lead to replication fork collapse and
which, unless rescued, can eventually cause large-scale
genomic rearrangements and cell death. As a preventative
measure, most organisms have alternative polymerases
that are capable of ‘damage tolerance’ and can synthesize
past DNA lesions by a mechanism called translesion syn-
thesis (TLS). However, these specialized polymerases are
generally much more error-prone than replicative poly-
merases (1). Most polymerases involved in TLS belong
to the Y-family of DNA polymerases. Phylogenetic data
further subdivides this family into six classes: two UmuC
subfamilies, found only in bacteria; Rad30A (pol eta),
Rad30B (pol iota) and Rev1 proteins, found only in
eukaryotes; and the DinB subfamily that is found in all
domains of life (2).

The role of the DinB class of polymerases in cells has
not been as clear as for some other Y-family polymerases,
despite the fact that they are so widely conserved.
However, bacterial, archaeal and eukaryotic DinB poly-
merases all have the ability to efficiently and accurately
bypass N2-adducted guanosines in vitro (3–7), and their
absence makes cells more sensitive to DNA damaging
agents (3,8). Furthermore, all of these polymerases incorp-
orate dCTP much more efficiently than other nucleotides,
a property presumed to relate to a role in bypassing
damaged guanosines (9–11).

A characteristic mutational feature of DinB polymer-
ases is their ability to generate single-base deletions at
high frequencies (�10�2 to 10�4) on undamaged DNA
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sequences (11–15). Most deletions have been found to
occur on ‘deletion hotspots’ containing a short run of
identical pyrimidines followed by a 50 G, but many dele-
tions are also found in non-repetitive sequences where
other polymerases rarely make deletions.

The human DinB ortholog, polymerase kappa (hpolk),
shares the lesion bypass and mutational characteristics
with the bacterial (DinB) and archaeal (Dpo4 and Dbh)
enzymes, but it also has some distinctive features. One key
feature is its ability to efficiently extend from mispaired
bases located at the primer terminus (16,17). Unlike other
polymerases, hpolk extends from mispairs at a higher fre-
quency than it generates mispairs, with dC-C mispairs
being extended most readily (16). Mispair extension can
occur either by direct extension from the mispair or by a
misalignment mechanism, where the misincorporated base
at the primer terminus forms a correct pair with the next
templating base. A single-base deletion results when DNA
synthesis continues from this misaligned conformation
(16,17). Efficient mispair extension, combined with an in-
ability to incorporate nucleotides opposite the 30 base of
intra-strand cross-linked bases (cis-syn TT dimers and 6-4
photoproducts), led to the proposal that pol kappa works
in concert with other TLS polymerases to extend DNA
synthesis after another polymerase has copied the lesion
itself (10,16).

Another characteristic that distinguishes hpolk from the
other DinB polymerases (and from other classes of
Y-family polymerases) is that it has a moderate degree
of processivity, �25 nucleotides incorporated per DNA
binding event compared with at most a few nucleotides
added by other Y-family polymerases (15). This
moderate processivity is conferred on hpolk by a
C-terminal extension of the enzyme that is not found in
other members of the polymerase family. Because of this
processivity, hpolk has a higher potential to introduce
mutations in the genome. In vitro analysis shows that
hpolk residues 1–560 and full-length polymerase
generate nearly identical mutational spectra at similar
frequencies, with average base-substitution and deletion
frequencies of 7� 10�3 and 2� 10�3, respectively (15).

To date, three mechanisms have been suggested for gen-
eration of single-base deletions (Figure 1). On repetitive/
iterative sequences, Streisinger slippage is thought to occur,
where the intrinsic nature of the substrate allows DNA
duplexes to readily misalign, leaving an extrahelical nucleo-
tide in one strand (Figure 1B). After a round of replication,
this can lead to addition or deletion of the unpaired
nucleotide, depending on whether the unpaired nucleotide
is in the primer or template strand. When this occurs in an
open reading frame, Streisinger slippage results in+1 or�1
frameshift mutations (18,19). For deletions to occur by
this mechanism, the polymerase must be able to tolerate
the unpaired nucleotide that is skipped during replication
in the template strand, causing the newly synthesized
primer strand to be shorter than the template.

For deletions on non-repetitive sequences, both
misincorporation–misalignment and dNTP-stabilized mis-
alignment mechanisms have been proposed (20–24).
Misincorporation–misalignment requires incorporation
of the incorrect nucleotide opposite the templating base

(0 position), followed by isomerization of the template to
allow base pairing between the newly added nucleotide
and the next correct templating base (+1 position), result-
ing in the original templating base becoming unpaired at
what becomes the �1 position (Figure 1C). The dNTP
stabilized misalignment mechanism, however, directly
uses the nucleotide next to the templating base (+1
position) for incorporation, again resulting in the templat-
ing nucleotide at the 0 position to become extrahelical in
the �1 position (Figure 1D).
Mutational data show that hpolk makes single-base de-

letions at higher rates in repetitive sequences (15). This is
consistent with a template slippage mechanism, but this
has not been tested directly. As the deletion rate on
non-repetitive sequences is also high, hpolk could use
one of the other deletion mechanisms on both repetitive
and non-repetitive sequences. The most likely alternative
mechanism would be misincorporation–misalignment, as
the misalignment part of this mechanism is used by hpolk
when extending from a mispaired primer terminus that is
complementary to the next templating base (17).
Here, we investigate how hpolk generates deletion

mutations, finding that hpolk does primarily use a
template-slippage mechanism in repetitive sequences, as
do the archaeal and bacterial DinB polymerases, but
hpolk is also highly proficient at realigning the slipped
strands, a property that has not been investigated previ-
ously. Furthermore, the rate of nucleotide misincorpora-
tion is highly dependent on sequence context.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein purification

The human DNA polymerase kappa (k) construct encod-
ing for amino acids 1–560 (hPol k1–560) was cloned into
pGEX vector with a N-terminal GST tag and was
expressed in Rosetta2 Escherichia coli cells (EMD
Millipore). For simplicity, we will refer to hPol k1–560 as
hPolk, as earlier work has shown that constructs contain-
ing residues 1–560 and 1–526 have the same nucleotide
incorporation activity and fidelity as the full-length poly-
merase (15,25,26). Cells expressing the construct were
grown at 37�C until OD600 reached 0.7 and then induced
with 0.5mM isopropylthio-b-galactoside (IPTG) over-
night at 20�C. All of the remaining steps were performed
at 4�C. Cell pellets were resuspended in Buffer A [50mM
Tris–Cl (pH 8.0), 300mMNaCl, 0.5mM ethylenediamine-
tetraacetic acid (EDTA), 10mM b-mercaptoethanol and
10%(w/v) sucrose] containing lysozyme. Resuspended
cells were lysed by sonication followed by centrifugation
at 20 000g for 1 h. Ammonium sulphate was added to the
clear supernatant to a final concentration of 35% (0.208 g/
ml) of supernatant to precipitate hPolk. The precipitate
was collected after centrifugation, resuspended in 35ml
of Buffer A and dialysed overnight against Buffer A. The
dialysed protein was then loaded on (2� 5ml) GST
columns (GEHealthcare) pre-equilibrated with Prescission
protease buffer [50mM Tris–Cl (pH 8.0), 100mM NaCl,
0.5mMEDTA, 1mMdithiothreitol (DTT), 10% glycerol].
Columns were washed again before treating overnight with
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1 column volume of Prescission protease buffer containing
1mg/ml of HRV3C protease. The untagged hPolk was
obtained the next day by eluting with Prescission
protease buffer, and the eluate was immediately applied
to (2� 5ml) HiTrap SP-columns (GE Healthcare),
followed by gradient elution with 0.05–1M NaCl in
20mM HEPES (pH 7.25), 0.1mM EDTA, 1mM DTT
and 10% glycerol. The eluted fractions were then dialysed
overnight into storage buffer containing 25mM HEPES
(pH 7.5), 50mM NaCl, 0.5mM EDTA, 5mM DTT and
10% glycerol. After concentrating the protein using
Amicon Ultra-15 filters with 10 kDa molecular weight
cutoff (Milipore) to achieve a desired concentration
(calculated using a theoretical extinction coefficient of
28 880M�1 cm�1), the aliquots were frozen at �80�C.

Duplex DNA formation

All DNA oligonucleotides (shown in Table 1) were
obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies, and
primer oligonucleotides were synthesized with a 50 6-
carboxyfluorescein (6FAM) label. Primer and template
oligonucleotides were annealed in buffer containing
10mM Tris–Cl (pH 7.5) and 50mM NaCl by heating to
95�C followed by slow cooling to 25�C.

Pre-steady-state primer extension assays

All assays were done using a KinTek RQF-3 rapid quench
instrument (KinTek Corp.). To achieve single turnover

conditions, where all of the DNA substrate is pre-bound
by polymerase, an excess of hPolk (30 mM) was
preincubated with 100 nM DNA at room temperature
(25�C) in reaction buffer [25mM MES–Tris (pH 7.5),
25mM NaCl, 8mM MgCl2, 2mM DTT and 10% gly-
cerol]. Reactions were initiated by mixing with an equal
volume of 2mM deoxynucleoside-triphosphate (dNTP) in
the same buffer (final concentrations were 15 mM hPolk,
50 nM DNA substrate and 1mM dNTP) and quenched
with 250mM EDTA at appropriate time points (0.02–
60 s). The extended product was separated from
unextended primer on a 17.5% (19:1) acrylamide-
(1�)Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) gel containing 7.5M urea.
The gel was imaged using a Typhoon 9400 scanner (GE
Healthcare), and bands were quantitated using
ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare). Percentage of
primer extension was determined by measuring the
relative intensity of the band corresponding to the
extended primer with respect to the total labelled DNA
(i.e. both extended and unextended primer strands)
[Equation (1)].

% extension ¼
100� ½extended�

unextended½ �+½extended�
ð1Þ

Where applicable, the amount of extended primer includes
sum of primer extension seen as multiple bands when
extended by more than one nucleotide.

Figure 1. Single-base deletion mechanisms. On a deletion ‘hotspot’ containing a homopolymeric run of pyrimidines followed by a 50G, DinB
polymerases could (A) add the correct nucleotide (dGTP) or generate single-base deletions in the presence of the incorrect nucleotide (dCTP) by
any of three proposed mechanisms: (B) template slippage (C) misincorporation–misalignment and (D) dNTP-stabilized misalignment (see text for
more details). The incoming nucleotide and newly added base are shown in italics (bold). The base positions assigned are shown with respect to the
templating position defined as 0. The black oval represents base-pairing before phosphodiester bond formation.
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Most data were fit to an exponential equation [Equation
(2)] unless a biphasic nature was observed in which case
the burst equation [Equation (3)] was used:

y ¼ A 1� e�kobst
� �

+c ð2Þ

where A is amplitude, kobs is the observed rate of the
reaction, t is the time after which reaction was quenched
and c is a constant.

y ¼ A 1� e�k1t+k2t
� �

+c ð3Þ

where A is the amplitude of the fast phase, k1 is rate of the
fast phase of the reaction and k2 is the rate of the slow
phase, t is the time after which reaction was quenched and
c is a constant.

Experiments were performed in duplicate with two dif-
ferent protein preparations, and error bars represent the
standard deviation of the data collected. All of the graphs
and non-linear regressions were done using GraphPad
Prism, version 6.0a (GraphPad Software Inc.). Observed
nucleotide incorporation rates for all experiments are
summarized in Table 2.

RESULTS

The template sequence 30-CCCCG-50 is a deletion hotspot
for hPoli

To determine whether hPolk is error prone on the ‘dele-
tion hotspot’ sequence characterized for other DinB poly-
merases (11,12,14,27,28), we used DNA substrate 4C-G,
which contains a homopolymeric run of four C’s followed
by a 50 G on the template strand (30-CCCCG-50, Table 1).
On this substrate, hPolk adds the correct incoming nucleo-
tide, dGTP, at a rate that is only 3.6-fold faster (kobs of
2.62±0.39 s�1) than the rate of incorrect nucleotide,

dCTP (kobs of 0.72±0.04 s�1) addition (Figure 2A),
indicating that deletions can be initiated on this substrate
at a very high frequency.
Interestingly, the dGTP (correct) addition follows

biphasic behaviour with a burst amplitude of 56.2±
3.2 nM and a slow second phase rate of 0.036±0.012 s�1.
This was unexpected because the assay was designed to be
performed under single turnover conditions, where all of
the DNA is initially bound by polymerase so that the DNA
would all be extended in one cycle without polymerase
having to rebind. Under these identical conditions, dCTP
(incorrect nucleotide) addition by hPolk displays only a
single phase of product formation, which is consistent
with single turnover conditions and accordingly fits well
to the single exponential equation [Equation (2)] with an
amplitude of 77.41±1.63 nM.
Hence, the biphasic nature of product formation for

dGTP addition cannot be explained simply as a result of
the presence of initial unbound DNA. Because the two dif-
ferent reactions used the same primer-template (p/t) DNA
and polymerase preparation, the difference in amplitudes
(56 nM for dG versus 77 nM for dC) is dependent on the
identity of the incoming dNTP, which must influence the
fraction of active enzyme complex. Previously, the active
fraction of hPolk was found to be �8-fold larger when ex-
tending from amispair than from a perfectly base paired p/t
DNA junction (29). It was suggested that this characteristic
might imply the preference for mispaired rather than cor-
rectly pairedDNA substrates. Here, we find that even when
supplied with a perfectly basepaired p/t DNA, the active
enzyme concentration of hPolk varies based on the
incoming dNTP. When dCTP is added to initiate a
deletion, the nucleotide skipped is expected to adopt an
extra-helical conformation, which could thereby disrupt
the B-form conformation of the DNA. This alteration of
DNA conformation may be the key difference that could

Table 1. DNA substrate sequences

Number Name Sequencea

1 4C-G 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC GGG -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG CCCCGC ATT -5’

2 1T-G 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC GGG -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG CCCTGC ATT -5’

3 2T-G 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC GG G -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG CCTCGC ATT -5’

4 3T-G 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC G GG -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG CTCCGC ATT -5’

5 4T-G 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC GGG -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG TCCCGC ATT -5’

6 4C-A 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC GGG -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG CCCCAC ATT -5’

7 1T-A 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC GGG -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG CCCTAC ATT -5’

8 C-C mispair 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC GGGC -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG CCCCGC ATT -5’

9 4C-GA 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC GGG -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG CCCCGA ATT -5’

10 4G 5’-(FAM)-AGG CAC TGA TC GGGG -3’
3’-CC GTG ACT AG CCCCGC ATT -5’

aPrimers are labelled on the 50 end with 6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM).
Nucleotides in bold vary between substrates.
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favourably influence the active enzyme concentration of
hPolk.

Human Poli predominantly uses a template-slippage
deletion mechanism on iterative sequences

As hPolk has been reported to use a misalignment mech-
anism to make deletions on non-repetitive sequences (17),
we first investigated if the incorporation of dC on the
deletion hotspot sequence also occurred by this mechan-
ism. Of the three mechanisms for single-base deletion
(Figure 1), only misincorporation–misalignment does not
depend on the nucleotide on the 50 side of the templating
position (+1 position) for templating dC addition, as in
this mechanism, the first nucleotide would be added by
mispairing with the C at position 0 (Figure 1C). In the
4C-G substrate, a G occupies the+1 position. To deter-
mine whether hPolk uses this+1G when generating dele-
tions, we changed it from G to A (Table 1, 4C-A). On
testing for addition of dCTP on this template, we
observed that modifying the base at the +1 position
reduced the kobs 6-fold, from 0.72±0.04 s�1 to
0.12±0.01 s�1 (Figure 2B). This suggested a clear de-
pendence on the+1G, thus ruling out misincorporation–
misalignment as the major deletion mechanism used by
hPolk on this repetitive sequence.
DNA templates with a repetitive sequence can exist in

multiple conformations with the same primer, resulting in
alternate base pairing situations that could lead to deletions
or additions after a round a replication (18,19). In an
attempt to localize and stabilize an extrahelical nucleotide
at specific positions in the homopolymeric run of C’s in the
4C-G substrate (30-CCCCG-50), we systematically modified
each of the four C’s on the template strand to a T one at a
time (Table 1, substrates 2–5). The higher energy penalty of
forming a G-T mispair compared to a G-C pair makes the
former less favoured, biasing theDNA to adopt a conform-
ation with an unpaired nucleotide at the altered position
(27). We used this assay to test if hPolk is able to tolerate
and extend p/t DNAwith an extrahelical nucleotide at pos-
itions�4,�3,�2 and�1 of the template (Figure 1B andD;
Figure 2C). Efficient use of the templates with T at pos-
itions �4, �3 and �2 would indicate use of template slip-
page. Efficient use of the template with the T at the

�1 position would indicate use of either dNTP-stabilized
misalignment or misincorporation-misalignment deletion
mechanism. Having already ruled out misincorporation-
misalignment for the 4C-G template, we used these
altered substrates to distinguish template slippage from
dNTP-stabilized misalignment. Similar DNA substrates
have been used to assess deletion mechanisms for other
DinB polymerases (27,28,30).

We found that hPolk showed a strong preference for
unpaired nucleotides present at positions �3 and �4 (sub-
strates 3T-G and 4T-G) with kobs of 3.47±0.34 s�1 and
1.59±0.14 s�1, respectively (Figure 2C). Interestingly,
these data showed a biphasic behaviour and so were fit
to a burst equation [Equation (3)], as was done for the
dGTP (correct) addition on the 4C-G substrate. An
unpaired base at the �2 position is used �10-fold less
efficiently than at the �3 position, with a kobs of
0.38±0.04 s�1, suggesting that proximity to the active
site reduces tolerance for an extrahelical nucleotide. This
preference for an unpaired base further away from the
active site has been observed for other DinB polymerases
as well (27,28,30).

The ability to efficiently use DNA substrates containing
an unpaired nucleotide at the �4, �3 and �2 positions
(substrates 3–5, Table 1) indicates that hPolk predomin-
antly uses a template slippage mechanism to generate
single-base deletions. Compared with the 4C-G substrate,
the dC incorporation rate is faster on the 4T-G and 3T-G
substrates but slower on the 2T-G substrate. This suggests
that the 4C-G template adopts multiple conformations,
and the observed nucleotide incorporation rate results
from a combination of different rates on substrates with
different conformations.

Although we found that hPolk is able to use slipped
template DNA sequences efficiently, it is also able to
add dCTP on 1T-G (Table 1), which has a T at the 0
position, with a kobs of 0.44±0.03 s�1 (Figure 2C), com-
parable with the rate of addition on the 2T-G substrate
and only �50% more slowly than on the 4C-G substrate.
This left open the possibility that hpolk could potentially
use dNTP-stabilized misalignment or misinsertion–mis-
alignment on this substrate, even though the latter had
been ruled out on the original deletion hotspot sequence.

Table 2. Summary of observed nucleotide incorporation rates

Substrate Observed rate (s�1)

dCTP addition dGTP addition

First Second Overall First Second Overall

4C-G 2.0±0.5 0.15±0.08 0.72±0.04 1.6±0.3 0.09±0.15 2.62±0.39
1T-G 0.44±0.03
2T-G 0.38±0.04
3T-G 3.47±0.34
4T-G 1.59±0.14
4C-A 0.12±0.01
1T-A 1.14±0.09
C-C mispair 0.33±0.02
4C-GA 2.5±0.5 0.15±0.02 0.79±0.03
4G 0.11±0.36
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Human Poli readily misincorporates dC when the deletion
hotspot is changed to 30-CCCTG-50

We then considered the possibility that hPolk used entirely
different nucleotide incorporation mechanisms on sub-
strates 4C-G and 1T-G, despite differing by only a single
nucleotide. To test this possibility, we altered the template
sequence on the 1T-G substrate such that the +1G was
modified to A (1T-A, substrate 7). If dCTP addition on
this substrate is through dNTP-stabilized misalignment,
then the +1G on the template would prove crucial for
extension, and a considerable reduction in rate of
addition may be expected. However, if incorrect nucleo-
tide addition was independent of the +1G, no such
decrease would occur, suggesting that dCTP addition on
the 4C-G substrate occurs by a different mechanism than
on the 1T-G substrate.

Surprisingly, on 1T-A (i.e. 1T-G with+1G modified to
A) a 2.6-fold increase in kobs from 0.44±0.03 s�1 to
1.14±0.09 s�1 was observed (Figure 2D), in contrast to
the 6-fold decrease observed on the 4C-A substrate
compared with the 4C-G substrate (Figure 2B). Absence
of a rate decrease when the +1G is altered excludes the
possibility that dNTP-stabilized misalignment occurs in
the sequence context found in the 1T-G substrate.
Earlier genetic evidence has shown that hPolk produces
T-dCMP mispairs at a very high frequency of 8.2� 10�3

(15). On the 1T-G substrate, therefore, dCTP addition

most likely occurs by misincorporation opposite the
templating T. We conclude that dC addition occurs by
misincorporation on both the 1T-G and 1T-A substrates,
but the sequence context influences the efficiency of
misincorporation, as evidenced by the 1T-A sequence
context stimulating incorporation. The mechanism for
the increased rate of dC incorporation on the 1T-A sub-
strate is discussed later.

Human Poli efficiently realigns primer-template DNA
after initiating a deletion

We observed that hPolk performs multiple additions on
most DNA substrates examined, even when provided with
just a single nucleotide. On the 4C-G substrate, this was
true for both dGTP (correct) and dCTP (incorrect) in-
corporations [Figures 3A, panel (i), and 4B, panel (i)],
but to differing extents. Interestingly, we found that
multiple addition of dGTP followed a very different
pattern than that observed for dCTP, indicating dissimi-
larity in mechanism. To better understand the relevance of
this observation and ascertain its mechanistic implica-
tions, we decided to investigate how hPolk performs
multiple nucleotide additions on the 4C-G substrate.
We found that for dGTP addition on the 4C-G sub-

strate, the second dG is added slowly (kobs �0.09 s
�1),

after rapid addition of the first dG (kobs of 1.6±0.3 s�1)
[Figure 3A (i) and 3B], suggesting a gradual

Figure 2. Nucleotide incorporation by hPolk on repetitive sequence containing deletion hotspot. In all, 15 mM of hPolk was pre-incubated with
50 nM DNA before initiating the reaction with addition of 1mM dNTP (final concentrations). (A) On 4C-G (substrate 1), containing a run of four
C’s followed by a 50 G, hPolk adds dGTP �4-fold faster than dCTP. (B) Modification of the nucleotide 50 to the templating position (i.e. +1
position) from G to A [4C-A, substrate 6] results in reduction in overall kobs for incorporation of dCTP by 6-fold from 0.72±0.04 s�1 to
0.12±0.01 s�1. (C) Pre-steady-state assays were performed under single turnover conditions using DNA templates containing unpaired T’s at
every C position in the homopolymeric run of 4C-G (substrates 2–5) to test whether hPolk can tolerate the presence of an extrahelical nucleotide
at these positions. The dCTP incorporation by hPolk on 1T-G, 2T-G, 3T-G and 4T-G substrates is shown. The hPolk extends the various bulged
templates with the -3T bulge (3T-G, substrate 4) being used most efficiently. (D) Modification of the+1 G position of the 1T-G substrate to an A
[1T-A, substrate 7] resulted in a 3-fold increase in kobs from 0.44±0.03 s�1 to 1.14±0.09 s�1.
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misincorporation opposite the +1G after the correct nu-
cleotide at position 0 had been added (Figure 3C). To test
this possibility, we designed substrates that already had
the first nucleotide incorporated as a G (Table 1, substrate
4G) and tested the rate of insertion of the next nucleotide.
The rate for the second dG addition (0.09 s�1) corresponds
well with the misincorporation rate (kobs �0.11 s

�1)
[Figure 3A (ii) and 3B], confirming this interpretation.
In contrast to the slow rate of addition of a second dG,

we found that addition of a second dC is considerably
faster and followed an entirely different pattern
(Figure 3A and B versus Figure 4B and C). As the afore-
mentioned data indicate, the first addition of dC occurs
predominantly by template slippage, allowing the proper
base pairing of the dCTP opposite the +1G. We can
envision two possibilities for the addition of the second
dC (Figure 4A). One possibility is that the next dCTP is
misincorporated opposite the templating C at +2 to
generate a C-dCMP ‘mispair’. A second possibility is
that the extrahelical nucleotide generated during the first
dCTP addition is ‘rearranged’ such that now there is a
C-C mispair generated at the p/t junction. As hPolk is
an efficient extender of mispairs (16), it could tolerate
the mispair to add the second dCTP correctly paired
opposite the+1G.
To distinguish between these mechanisms, two different

substrates were designed: one with the+2C modified to an
A (Table 1, 4C-GA) and another where the primer

contained a 30-C to generate a mispair at the p/t
junction (Table 1, C-C mispair). Modification of the
+2C to an A (4C-GA) did not alter the overall rate of
nucleotide addition; kobs for 4C-G and 4C-GA were
0.72±0.04 s�1 and 0.79±0.03 s�1, respectively (Figure
4B and D). Under steady-state conditions, dC-A incorp-
oration is 3.8-fold less efficient than dC-C (comparing
Vmax/Km of 8� 10�4 for dC-A and 3� 10�3 for dC-C)
(10). Thus, the unchanged incorporation rate on substitu-
ting the +2C to an A indicates that the base in the +2
position is not used to template the second dC addition.

Dissecting this data further, the rates of second dC in-
corporation on 4C-G and 4C-GA substrates were also
found to be essentially identical (4C-G: 0.146 s�1 and
4C-GA: 0.153 s�1), but dCTP incorporation from a C-C
mispair was 2-fold faster (0.33±0.02 s�1) (Figure 4D).
This observation can be explained, because time taken
for rearrangement after the first nucleotide addition
might slow the rate of second nucleotide addition when
compared with a substrate with a preformed C-C mispair
at the p/t junction. These data strongly suggest that after
the first dCTP addition, rearrangement at the p/t junction
occurs and allows extension from a C-C mispair for the
second incorporation. From these experiments, we
conclude that after initiating a deletion by incorporation
of dCTP on the deletion hotspot sequence 30-CCCCG-50,
hPolk can efficiently realign the slipped p/t junction to
correctly incorporate a second dC from a C-C mispaired

Figure 3. Mechanism of second dGTP incorporation on 4C-G substrate. (A) Pre-steady-state assays under single turnover conditions were per-
formed. (i) and (ii) show sequencing gels depicting multiple dG additions on substrates 4C-G and 4G, respectively. (B) Plot of percentage extension
versus time for both 4C-G and 4G substrates. Addition of first dG plateaus at �60% followed by slow misincorporation of the second dGTP. Rate
of second dG incorporation on the 4C-G corresponds well with misincorporation of dGTP on the 4G substrate that has the first dGTP already
added. (C) Schematic showing the probable mechanism of second dGTP addition on 4C-G substrate. The incoming nucleotide and newly added base
are shown in italics (bold). The base positions assigned are shown with respect to the templating position defined as 0. The black oval represents
base-pairing before bond formation.
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p/t junction. Notably, this is the mispair that previously
was found to be most efficiently extended by hpolk (10).

Sequence context influences the rate of nucleotide
incorporation

The ability to incorporate a single nucleotide multiple
times was also observed on the 1T-G and 1T-A substrates
(Figure 5A and D). As demonstrated earlier in the text,
the addition of the first dCTP on 1T-G substrate occurred
by misincorporation, as modification of the+1G to A in
the 1T-A substrate resulted in �3-fold increase in overall
rate. Although this clearly indicated that dNTP-stabilized
misalignment was not the predominant incorporation
mechanism, the increase in rate was puzzling. To under-
stand this better, we calculated the amount of extension
for the first and second additions separately (Figure 5B
and E) and found that different patterns and rates of in-
corporation on the two substrates provided further infor-
mation to decipher the mechanism.

On the 1T-G substrate, the amount of primer extended
by just one nucleotide reached a maximum level of �30%,

at which point the level decreased as the second dC was
being added rapidly (Figure 5A and B). On the 1T-A sub-
strate, in contrast, the amount of primer extended by one
nucleotide reached a maximum level of �80% (Figure 5D
and F) before dropping, as the second dC was being
added slowly. For each substrate, the overall rate of
primer extension (1.14 s�1 for 1T-A; 0.44 s�1 for 1T-G)
was dominated by the rate of the first nucleotide
incorporation.
We interpret these results as shown in Figure 5C and F.

On both substrates, the first dC addition is templated by
the T in position 0. On the 1T-G substrate (Figure 5C), the
second dC is templated by the G at the+1 position, and
the rate of this incorporation is fast because hpolk can
efficiently add the next correct nucleotide even from a
mispaired primer terminus (16). On the 1T-A substrate
(Figure 5F), the second dC is templated by the A at the
+1 position, but the rate is slow because dC-A is a mispair,
and previous steady-state data show that it is the slowest
mispair formed by hpolk (10). The fast rate of second
nucleotide addition on 1T-G would lower the amplitude

Figure 4. Mechanism of multiple dCTP incorporations. (A) Schematic representation of the two possible ways in which hPolk can efficiently add
a second dCTP on 4C-G (substrate 1). The incoming nucleotide and newly added base are shown in italics (bold). The base positions assigned
are shown with respect to the templating position defined as 0. The black oval represents base-pairing before bond formation. ‘*’ indicates the
+2 templating position. (B) Gels showing the unique pattern of multiple incorporations of dCTP on (i) 4C-G (substrate 1) and (ii) 4C-GA (substrate
9) to test for mispair formation. (iii) Gel showing the incorporation of dC to extend from a C-C mispair (substrate 8) suggests hPolk’s ability to
realign. (C) Plot shows that mechanism of multiple dC additions is distinct from dG additions on 4C-G substrate. First dCTP addition reaches
a maximum of �40% extension, after which increase in second dCTP incorporation occurs exponentially, implying that most of the primer extended
by one nucleotide is rapidly extended by two. (D) Overall dCTP incorporation on the 4C-G, 4C-GA and C-C mispair substrates shown with respect
to time along with percent of second dCTP addition as seen for the 4C-G and 4C-GA substrates. Second dCTP incorporation traces are shown
as dotted lines.
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of the primer extended by one nucleotide, as this serves
as the substrate for the second nucleotide addition. On the
1T-A substrate, the amplitude of the first addition
would be higher because the primer extended by one nu-
cleotide would only slowly be extended by a second
nucleotide.
The lower overall rate of nucleotide incorporation (the

sum of the first and second additions) on the 1T-G sub-
strate can be explained if the dCTP can stably pair both
with the T at the 0 position and with the G at the +1
position, and if the rate of addition is negligible for the
nucleotide paired at the+1 position. In this case, only a

fraction of the substrate initially has the nucleotide paired
at the 0 position where it can be incorporated efficiently.
Because �80% of the primer eventually becomes
extended, the nucleotide paired with the +1G must
slowly shift to mispair with the T at position 0, thus
lowering the overall rate of addition. For the 1T-A sub-
strate, the dCTP is unlikely to be able to pair stably with
the+1A and not compete for binding at position 0. Thus,
more of the substrate will initially have the nucleotide
paired with the T at position 0 where it can be
incorporated efficiently, increasing the overall rate of nu-
cleotide addition on the 1T-A substrate.

Figure 5. The hPolk misincorporates efficiently on 1T-G substrate. (A) Gel and (B) graph showing multiple incorporations of dCTP on the 1T-G
substrate. First addition, second addition and overall addition. (C) Schematic showing possible mechanisms of dCTP addition on the 1T-G substrate.
(D) Gel and (E) graph showing multiple incorporations of dCTP on the 1T-A substrate. (F) Schematic showing possible mechanisms of dCTP
addition on the 1T-A substrate. In (C) and (F), the incoming nucleotide and newly added base are shown in italics (bold). The base positions
assigned are shown with respect to the templating position defined as 0. The black oval represents base pairing before bond formation.
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DISCUSSION

As hpolk is the most processive of the human Y-family
polymerases, it has the greatest potential to introduce mu-
tations into the genome (15). Investigating the mutational
mechanisms of hpolk is therefore important for under-
standing the mutagenic consequences of DNA damage
tolerance by translesion synthesis. Through the studies
reported here, we have found that template slippage is
strongly preferred as the mechanism of deletion by
hpolk on a repetitive deletion hotspot 30-CCCCG-50

template sequence. Strikingly, however, our results
indicate that hpolk is able to efficiently realign the DNA
strands, resulting in a mispaired primer terminus rather
than an extrahelical template base. Extension from the
mispaired primer terminus, which hpolk is able to do pro-
ficiently (16), would result in a less deleterious
base-substitution mutation being generated rather than a
frameshift mutation.

A distinctive feature of the mutation spectrum produced
by hpolk when replicating undamaged DNA is that dele-
tions are formed readily, with only a 2- to 3-fold difference
existing between single-base deletion error rates observed
on iterative (1.6 � 3.1� 10�3) versus non-iterative
(1.0� 10�3) sequences (15). Our findings help explain
why there is such a small difference in single-base
deletion rates. On repetitive sequences, hPolk can
convert some of the deletions that are initiated into base
substitution by realigning the slipped sequence and ex-
tending from the resulting mispaired primer terminus.
Additionally, on non-iterative sequences, hPolk has been
found to extend from mispaired primer-template termini
by initiating template-primer misalignment when direct
extension does not occur (17). This would result in an
increase in single-base deletions on non-repetitive se-
quences. Taken together, these biochemical experiments
corroborate the earlier mutational studies showing high
rates of T�dC misincorporation and of deletion of Ts
that are located in a 30-TG-50 sequence context (15).

We have not found any evidence that hpolk is able to
use a dNTP-stabilized misalignment mechanism to create
deletions, even on non-repetitive sequences. In fact, the
preponderance of data indicates that none of the DinB
polymerases is able to efficiently use this mechanism
(27,28,30–32). The first suggestion that Y-family polymer-
ases might use a dNTP-stabilized misalignment deletion
mechanism came from one of the first two Y-family struc-
tures bound to DNA: the Dpo4 ‘type II’ complex, which
was crystallized in an attempt to determine the structure of
a mispair in the active site. Instead of forming a mispair,
however, the incoming nucleotide was found paired with
the next templating base, which happened to be comple-
mentary to the dNTP used (33). This pairing configuration
is the hallmark of dNTP-stabilized misalignment;
however, it was puzzling that the skipped template base
was stacked within the DNA duplex instead of adopting
an extrahelical conformation (33). Fluorescence measure-
ments on both Dbh and DinB have shown that a skipped
template base becomes unstacked from the surrounding
DNA duplex when a single-base deletion is made
(31,32). An extrahelical conformation has also been

observed in crystal structures of both Dbh and Dpo4
with unpaired bases at positions �3 and �4 in templates
that contain deletion hotspots (27,28).
Our data demonstrate that misincorporation is slower

when the incoming nucleotide can pair correctly with the
base in the+1 position rather than pairing incorrectly with
the base in the 0 position (Figure 5). Unless the skipped
base adopts an extrahelical conformation, the primer
terminus and alpha phosphate would have difficulty
approaching each other closely enough for efficient cataly-
sis. Thus, rather than showing a deletion being formed
by dNTP-stabilized misalignment, we believe that the
Dpo4 type II structure shows instead how the rate of
nucleotide misincorporation can be slowed depending on
the sequence context. Consistent with this, nucleotide
addition did not occur in the type II structure, even
though neither the primer terminus nor incoming nucleo-
tide were altered to prevent catalysis during
crystallization.
Most polymerases show a strong dependence of deletion

frequency on homopolymeric run length. Y-family poly-
merases differ from other polymerase families in not
having a very strong dependence of deletion frequency
on run length, with a run of just two nucleotides already
resulting in a high deletion frequency. The structure of
hpolk (Figure 6) shows that nucleotides 30 of the
templating base are adjacent to a large solvent-accessible
gap between the polymerase and polymerase-associated
domains of the enzyme, suggesting that bulged bases can
readily be accommodated in this area. Crystal structures
of the archaeal DinB polymerases Dbh and Dpo4 show
how extrahelical nucleotides at positions �3 and �4
interact with the protein in this region (27,28). In
contrast, polymerases from other families have much
tighter constraints around the DNA duplex, which
would suppress nucleotides from adopting extrahelical
conformations.
Recent data indicate that the overall polymerase con-

formation strongly influences differences in Y-family poly-
merase fidelity. Structural and biochemical comparisons
of Dbh, Dpo4 and chimeric constructs of the two poly-
merases demonstrated that close contacts between the
catalytic and polymerase-associated domains next to the
templating base led to a greater rate of nucleotide
misincorporation and a higher propensity for adding
multiple nucleotides (35). In the case of hpolk
(Figure 6), the polymerase-associated domain does not
directly contact the fingers subdomain, but the two
domains are bridged by the N-clasp as aforementioned,
which could stabilize the protein in a conformation that
favours nucleotide misincorporation. The N-clasp is only
found in the eukaryotic DinB polymerases. Deletion of the
first 19 amino acids of the N-clasp reduces the ability of
hpolk to extend from mispaired primer termini without
significanly reducing overall polymerase activity (25).
The precise structural role of these residues remains to
be determined, as they were not included in any of the
constructs of hpolk that have yielded crystals, but they
are likely to reach into the polymerase active site, on the
major groove side of the nascent basepair and primer
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terminus where they could directly contact and stabilize
mispairs (Figure 6A).
Overall, hpolk displays a remarkable ability to create

deletion and base substitution mutations using both
template slippage and nucleotide misincorporation mech-
anisms. As for other DinB polymerases, hpolk has a

strong preference for creating deletions in repetitive se-
quences by template slippage but is exceptionally profi-
cient at realigning slipped DNA strands and extending
DNA synthesis from mispaired primer termini. These
unique properties give hpolk a mechanism for suppressing
deletion mutations at the expense of increasing
base-substitution mutations.
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